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Some upper bounds are given o the number of sequences of n 
binary symbols which can be found such that every pair of sequences 
differs in at least d positions. 
Let C~ denote the set of all sequences of length n formed out of the 
symbols 0 and 1. Any element a of C~ can be written as 
= (~1,  ~2,  "'" , ~n);  a i  = 0 or 1. 
The norm II a II of an dement a is defined to be the positive number 
The set C~ is an Abelian group if "addition" (noted @) is defined as 
®5= (~1@5, ,~2®52," . ,a~@5~)  
the addition of the numbers a~ and ~i being addition modulo 2. If the 
identity or the zero dement of the group is not ed as ¢. 
¢ = (0, O, . . .  , 0), 
then 
a~a=¢ 
for each a in C~. 
Let ~(a, 5) denote the Hamming distance (Hamming, 1950) between 
two elements a and ~ of C~. Then 
~(~,5) = l l~es I I  
A subset of Cn such that for any two elements a, ~(a ~ ~) belonging 
to it 
11- e II >_- d 
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will be called a code with minimum distance d. If the subset is a subgroup 
of C~ it shall be called a group code. The term group code used here 
should be distinguished from the group alphabet of Slepian (1956). The 
latter does not depend on the idea of a minimmn distance. Minimum 
distance codes shall be denoted by M(n, d), and group codes by G(n, d). 
We shall denote by C~,r (r being an integer less than n) the subgroup 
of C~ obtained by adding n - r zeros to each element of C,. C~,~ contains 
2 ~ elements. The number of elements of any subset E of C~ shall be de- 
noted by [El, Thus 
= 2 r. 
Given a fixed element ~ and a subset E of C,,  the set of elements 
a®~,  SeE  
shM1 be denoted by E ® a. If E is a code with minimum distance d, so 
is the set E @ a. Similarly, the set E' obtained by any permutation of
the columns of a minimum distance code E (E being written as a matrix 
with n columns) is also a minimum distance code. 
THEOREM 1. [M(n, d)] ~ 2 n-d+1. 
Consider the subgroup C,,~-1 of C~. For any two elements a, ~(a ~ $) 
of C~,d-, 
If + rf <d-  1. 
The sets M @ a, M @ fl are therefore disjoint. Hence 
[M(n, 4)]2 ~-' <= 2" 
which proves the theorem. This result had been obtained earlier by 
Komamiy~ (1954) by using a more complicated method of proof. 
T~Eon~M 2. For n > d > 2 
[G(n, d)] < 2 
Consider any two elements a,/~ (a ~/~) of C,,d. Then 
If the inequality strictly holds, the sets G @ a, G @/~ are disjoint. Con- 
sider next the case when 
[l~ + ~]l =d.  
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If a @ B does not belong to G the sets G @ a and G @ fl are still dis- 
joint. Hence if the element 
= (1, 1, . . . ,  1 ,0 ,  0, . . . ,  0) 
I I I  I 
d n - -d  
does not belong to G, M1 the sets G @ a where a belongs to C~,~ are dis- 
joint and we have 
[G(n, d)]2 ~ < 2 ~ 
If ~ belongs to G, then by interchanging the first and the last columns 
of G we obtain a code G' with the same minimum distance and having 
the same number of elements as G. If ~ does not belong to G' the theorem 
is true. If  ~ belongs to G', then G must have an element 
= (0 ,1 ,1 , . - . ,1 ,0 ,0 , . . . ,0 ,1 )  
f I I I 
d- -1  n -d - -1  
But this is impossible if d > 2, for 
I1~ @ ,711 =2.  
We now state without proof a lemma which will be used to obtain a 
more general form of Theorem 2. 
LE•MA 1. 
t1 ~ @ ~ ]l < ~n (11 ~ ]1 + ]]/3 II, 2n - -  I] a I] - -  []/3 ]]) 
THEOREM 3. If n > d + r, d > 2r + 2 (r being an integer), then 
[G(n, d)] _-< 2 "-(d+r). 
For any two elements a, fl(a # /~) of Cn.d+~ for which a ® fl does not 
belong to G, the sets G @ a, G @ f~ are disjoint. Consider the case where 
® ~ belongs to G. We must have then II a @ fl II >-- d. Let E be the 
set of elements of C~.~+~ of norm greater than or equal to d. Suppose G 
contains an element $ of E. We can, without loss of generality, suppose 
that ~ is of the form 
= (1, at least d -- 1 one's,0, 0, • • •, 0) 
I I I .  ! 
d+r- -2  n - -d - - r  
Let G' be the code obtained from G by interchanging the first and the 
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last columns. I f  G' has no element of E our result is proved. If on the 
other hand G' contains an element of E then G must have either an 
element v of the form 
-- (0, at least d one's,  0, 0, • • • , 0) 
I I I I 
d4- r - -1  n-d - - r  
or an element of the form 
= (0, at least d -- i one's ,0,  0, • • •, 0, 1). 
I I , I 
d4- r - -  1 n - -d - r  
But  this is impossible, for we have (using Lemma 1) 
N~ @ nil =< 1 4- 2 (d4-  r -  1) - (d4 -g -  1) -- 2r 
and 
[[~® ~[[ ~ 2 4 -2 (d4- r -  1) - (g - -  1 -{ -d -  1) = 2 4- 2r. 
The theorem now follows without difficulty. 
Theorems 2 and 3 are valid only for group codes. The following 
theorem holds for all min imum distance codes. 
THEOR~ 4. If d is an odd number and if 2d 4- 1 > n, then 
[M(n, d)] =<_ (24 4- 2)/(2d 4- 1 - n). 
Let the elements of M 
a l  , a2  , . . .  , a ,~  ; m --- [M(n ,  d)] 
be written in the form of an m X n matrix and let k~ denote the sum of 
the ith column (i -- 1, 2, . . .  , n). We have then (cf. Schtitzenberger, 
1953) 
n .var iance (ki) = mA -- (A~/n) - ~ ,  ~(a~, ak) 
c,j~a~ 
where 
This gives 
J 
~(aj, ak) <= mA - (A2/n) 
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Since A lies between 0 and mn the quantity on the right is bounded 
by (m2n)/4. Also 
Hence 
or~ 
~(aj , ak) >= d 
m(m -- 1) d <__ __m~n 
2 4 
m <= 2d/(2d -- n) 
if 2d > n. 
If d is an odd number, let r and s be the numbers of elements of M of 
odd and even norms, respectively. The distance between two elements 
is an even number if both are of odd or even norm and is an odd number 
otherwise. We have thus 
{[r(r -- 1)/2] q-[s(s -- 1)/2]}(d q- 1) + rsd <= m2n/4 
which finally gives 
m <= (2d -t- 2) / (2d -~ 1 -- n) 
i f2d -5  1 > n. 
I am grateful to the referee for pointing out that this result had al- 
ready been obtained by Plotkin (1951) and for making available to me a 
copy of Plotkin's article. Since this article is not easily available it has 
been considered useful to summarize his results below. 
Plotkin proves that for n > 2d, 
[M(n, d)] _-__ 2d/(2d - n) 
This result is equivalent to that proved above in the sense that if it is 
used for even values of d and the upper bound for odd values of d then 
obtained by using the well-known result 
[M(n, 2k - 1)] = [M(n -~ 1, 2k)] 
we get the same value as by applying Theorem 4 directly to odd values 
of d. Plotkin also proves a slightly stronger version, namely, that 
[M(n, d)] =-< largest even integer contained in 2d/(2d - n). 
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Apart from this theorem he gives the following inequalities 
[M(n, d)] <_- 2[M(n - 1, d)] 
[M(2n, 2d) >= [M(n, 2d)][M(n, d)] 
He uses these to prove what is, in the author's opinion, the most im- 
portant result available on the number of elements in a binary minimum 
distance code. His theorem is stated below in a slightly different form. 
T~EORE~ 5 (Plotkin). I f  m is an integer such that 4m -- 1 is a prime, 
then 
[M(4m, 2m)] < 8m, 
and a minimum distance code exists for which the equality is true. 
The first part of the theorem follows from the earlier results. The 
second part is proved by constructing a code as follows. 
I t  is known from elementary number theory that exactly half of the 
integers 1, 2, . . . ,  p - 1 are quadratic residues and half quadratic 
nonresidues of a prime p, and that --1 is a quadratic nonresidue of all 
primes of the form 4m - 1. The numbers zi are now defined as 
z~ = 1 if i is a quadratic residue of 4m -- 1 
zi = 0 if i is a quadratic nonresidue of 4m - 1 
z~= l i f i~0  
The z~'s are used to construct a code M(4m - 1, 2m) of 4m - 1 ele- 
ments as follows. Code element at is define as 
al = (z t  , z2  , ' ' '  , z4~- t ) ,  
as, a3, . . -  , a4~-1 are then obtained by cyclic permutations of at • I t  is 
shown that this is a M(4m - 1, 2m) code. 
Adding a zero to each of these we get the set of elements, say, 
bt, b~, . . .  , b4~-t • 
The required code of 8m elements is then given by 
where 
4, bl, b~, . . .  , b~m-i 
I , I@ b , , I@ b=, . - . , I@b4m-1 ,  
= (1, 1, . . . ,  1). 
RECEIVED: March 3, 1958. 
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